Equilibrium Theory-based Assessment of Dual-Reflux Pressure Swing Adsorption Cycles that Utilize Light Gas for Pressure Swing
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ABSTRACT: Binary gas mixtures can be completely separated via dual-reflux pressure swing adsorption (DR-PSA) process, where pressure of the column to which the feed gas is supplied and the kind of gas employed for pressure swing determine different configurations. DR-PSA studies have been predominantly confined to the configurations that use heavy gas for pressure swing. For such configurations, we formerly reported an equilibrium theory-based optimum design approach that defined a complete separation region and a selection criterion to enable the choice of suitable configuration. In this article, same design strategy is applied to the less studied DR-PSA configurations, those utilizing light gas for pressure swing. Unique understanding of the separation behavior of such configurations is achieved and presented. After discussing the impact of process variables on design constraints, a systematic analysis of key parameters defining the process performance with respect to the ratio of high to low operating pressures is finally reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dual-reflux pressure swing adsorption (in the following referred to as DR-PSA) is an adsorption process technology that can be utilized for separating and/or purifying gaseous mixtures. It was put forth by Hirose\(^1\) and concurrently patented by Leavitt\(^2\), who denoted it as *duplex* PSA. In theory, DR-PSA process can obtain a complete separation of a binary feed gas blend into two pure products: one comprising of only the strongly adsorbed species \((A)\) while the other comprising of only the feebly adsorbed species \((B)\). A standard DR-PSA unit comprises of two identical adsorbent beds, each equipped with a provision for injecting the feed at position \(Z_F\) along its axial length. \(Z_F\) bifurcates each bed into *stripping section* (SS) and *rectifying section* (RS).

Each cycle of the DR-PSA process consists of several steps, some of which are executed at constant bed pressure while others are executed at non-constant bed pressures. During constant pressure steps: (i) feed is injected in the bed operational at constant high \((P_H)\) or low pressure \((P_L)\); (ii) light product (LP, constituted by pure \(B\)) and light reflux (LR, also constituted by pure \(B\)) are withdrawn from the SS end of the bed at constant \(P_H\); (iii) heavy reflux stream (HR, constituted by pure \(A\)) as well as heavy product steam (HP, also constituted by pure \(A\)) are withdrawn from the RS end of the bed at constant \(P_L\); (iv) light reflux (LR, constituted by pure \(B\)) is injected at the SS end of bed at constant \(P_L\) and; (v) heavy reflux stream (HR, constituted by pure \(A\)) is supplied to the RS end of bed at constant \(P_H\).

Alternatively, pressure swing is executed either with pure \(A\) (withdrawn from RS end of the bed undergoing depressurization) or with pure \(B\) (withdrawn from SS end of the bed undergoing depressurization) during non-constant pressure steps.

Two factors govern the sort of DR-PSA process cycle configuration: (i) the constant operating pressure \((P_H\) or \(P_L)\) of the bed during which the feed gas is delivered to it, and; (ii) the type of gas (pure \(A\) or \(B\)) utilized for pressure swing. Accordingly, Kearns and Webley\(^3\) identified four different DR-PSA process cycle configurations: (i) DR-PH-A: feed to the bed at \(P_H\) and \(A\) being utilized to achieve pressure swing; (ii) DR-PL-A: feed to the bed at \(P_L\) and \(A\) being utilized to achieve pressure swing; (iii) DR-PH-B: feed to the bed at \(P_H\) and \(B\) being utilized to achieve pressure swing, and; (iv) DR-PL-B: feed to the bed at \(P_L\) and \(B\) being utilized to achieve pressure swing. Even though binary feed gas mixture can be theoretically separated into two pure products by employing any of these configurations, literature survey\(^3-29\) revealed that very few modeling and/or experimental studies have focused on the two cycle configurations that use pure light gas to achieve pressure swing (namely, DR-PL-B when feeding the bed at low pressure and DR-PH-B when feeding the bed at high pressure). Moreover, the motive behind such a bias was not clearly stated, the only exceptions being: Kearns and Webley\(^21\), Bhatt et al.\(^22\), Li et al.\(^11\) and, May et al.\(^25\). Both, Kearns and Webley\(^21\) and Bhatt et al.\(^22\),
utilized the so-called equilibrium theory as solution approach that assumes: zero resistance to mass transfer, perfect plug flow, ideal gas properties, negligible pressure drop, and isothermal conditions. Since such scenarios are seldom realized in practice, it is worthwhile mentioning that in real systems a complete separation can be not achieved even if the operating parameters are inside the range predicted by the equilibrium theory. Note that, Bhatt et al. have already particularized the advantages and limitations of utilizing the equilibrium theory for analysis of DR-PSA process in comparison with: actual experiments and detailed mathematical modeling approach. Kearns and Webley proposed a productivity and energy consumption criterion, based on which a practicing engineer can select among the four process configurations mentioned above. However, their investigation did not aim at defining an optimum ratio between high to low operating pressures. Such restriction was overcome by Bhatt et al. but their investigation was limited to DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A process configurations. Utilization of DR-PH-B configuration to separate N₂ and CO₂ feed gas mixture was experimentally demonstrated by Li et al. Mathematical modeling in Aspen Adsorption™ was also employed by the same authors for optimizing the process performance. Nonetheless, the investigation of Li et al. was limited to DR-PH-B configuration and separation of N₂ and CO₂ feed gas mixture. Recently, experimental demonstration of all the four DR-PSA process configurations was presented by May et al. for separating N₂ and CH₄ using activated carbon. May et al. also utilized non-isothermal Aspen Adsorption™ models for process optimization. Additionally, comparative assessment of all the four process cycle configurations was presented by May et al. but, their results were restricted to the specific case N₂ and CH₄ separation using activated carbon. Therefore, once more utilizing the equilibrium theory milieu for complete separation at cyclic steady state (CSS), in this work we extend our previous investigation to the two process cycle configurations that were less investigated in the literature, namely the ones using pure light gas to achieve pressure swing (DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B) while aiming to realize the following objectives:

(i) establish an optimum design methodology;
(ii) link Zₖ to its range (Zₖ,Min to Zₖ,Max);
(iii) study the effect of manipulating operating variable on process parameters;
(iv) propose an optimum range of the ratio between high and low operating pressures, and;
(v) give a support to the choice amongst all DR-PSA cycle configurations (namely: DR-PH-A, DR-PH-B, DR-PL-A, and DR-PL-B).
Note that the results derived from this work cannot be directly associated with the results derived by May et al. because their analysis (via experimental data, theoretical calculations, and non-isothermal Aspen Adsorption™ models) was restricted to the specific case of incomplete separation of N₂ and CH₄ gas mixture using activated carbon in DR-PSA process configurations. Moreover, certain design and operating parameters like feed position, high to low operating pressure ratio, and adsorbent selectivity remained fixed throughout their analysis. On the other hand, the forthcoming analysis via equilibrium theory assumes: complete separation of a two-components gas mixture (with unspecified components) with a flexible feed position in the in DR-PSA process, operating pressure ratio, and adsorbent selectivity.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS CYCLES

The schematic diagrams of typical twin-bed DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B process cycle configurations are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The following statements apply to both configurations and/or their respective figures:

(i) perfect separation of a two-components gas mixture is assumed at CSS;
(ii) Bed – I and Bed – II are identical. Each of them undergo a cyclic process comprising of four steps: two steps are executed at constant pressure while the other two are executed at non-constant pressure;
(iii) only half-cycle is depicted because in the other half-cycle (not depicted here), same steps are carried out with the interchanged bed numbers;
(iv) the specific location along the length of the bed where binary feed gas mixture is injected is defined as \( Z_F \). It is normalized axial coordinate \( (Z = z/L_{bed}) \) that splits each bed in two sections, namely, the \emph{rectifying} section \( (Z < Z_F; RS) \) and the \emph{stripping} section \( (Z > Z_F; SS) \);
(v) the bed end that remains closed during non-constant pressure steps is denoted as \( Z = 0 \) (This is consistent with the prior descriptions of other configurations of the DR-PSA process: DR-PH-A and DR-PL-A reported by Bhatt et al. and Bhatt et al., respectively. Moreover, in past representations of all DR-PSA configurations, pure \( B \) is either supplied-to or extracted-out of the \emph{stripping} section, whereas pure \( A \) is either supplied-to or extracted-out of the \emph{rectifying} section. Maintaining such consistency inevitably leads to reversal in location of \emph{stripping} and \emph{rectifying} sections in DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B when compared with that of DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A.);
(vi) Pure \( B (y = 0; y \) represents the mole fraction of heavy component) is either supplied-to or extracted-out of the end of \( SS, Z = 1 \), whereas pure \( A (y = 1) \) is either supplied-to or extracted-out of the end of \( RS, Z = 0 \).
2.1. **DR-PH-B.** A graphic representation of a standard DR-PH-B process cycle configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Binary feed gas (characterized by flowrate $\dot{N}_F$ and composition $y_F$) is supplied-to $Bed - I$ which is operated at constant high pressure ($P_H$) during the feed step ($FE$); at the same time, purge step ($PU$) is carried out in $Bed - II$ while being operated at constant $P_L$. Pure $B$ ($y = 0$) is extracted from the $Bed - I$ at flowrate $\dot{N}_{H,out}$, a part of which is removed from the system as Light Product (LP) at flowrate $\dot{N}_F(1 - y_F)$ and the residual part is provided as Light Reflux (LR) to $Bed - II$ (undergoing purge step) at flowrate $\dot{N}_{L,in}$. Pure $A$ ($y = 1$) is extracted from $Bed - I$ at flowrate $\dot{N}_{L,out}$, a part of which is removed from the system as Heavy Product (HP) at flowrate $\dot{N}_Fy_F$ and the residual part is compressed and injected-in $Bed - I$ as Heavy Reflux (HR) at flowrate $\dot{N}_{H,in}$.

Once the concurrent $FE/PU$ steps are completed, the change of the bed pressures is realized via transfer of pure $B$ from the stripping end of $Bed - I$ (after compression) to the $Z = 1$ end of $Bed - II$: blowdown step is carried out in $Bed - I$ and its pressure drops from $P_H$ to $P_L$ and, at the same time, pressurization step is carried out in $Bed - II$ and its pressure increases from $P_L$ to $P_H$. The overall quantities of gas pushed-out of $Bed - I$ and supplied-to $Bed - II$ during these non-constant pressure steps are labelled $N_{BD}$ and $N_{PR}$, respectively.

2.2. **DR-PL-B.** A graphic representation of a standard DR-PL-B process cycle configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Binary feed gas (characterized by flowrate $\dot{N}_F$ and composition $y_F$) is supplied-to $Bed - I$ which is operated at constant low pressure ($P_L$) during the feed step ($FE$); at the same time, purge step ($PU$) is carried out in $Bed - II$ while being operated at constant $P_H$. Pure $A$ ($y = 1$) is extracted-out of the $Bed - I$ at flowrate $\dot{N}_{L,out}$, a part of which is removed from the system as Heavy Product (HP) at flowrate $\dot{N}_Fy_F$ and the residual part is compressed and provided as Heavy Reflux (HR) to $Bed - II$ (undergoing purge step) at flowrate $\dot{N}_{H,in}$. Pure $B$ ($y = 0$) is extracted from $Bed - II$ at flowrate $\dot{N}_{H,out}$, a part of which is removed from the system as Light Product (LP) at flowrate $\dot{N}_F(1 - y_F)$ and the residual part is injected-in $Bed - I$ as Light Reflux (LR) at flowrate $\dot{N}_{L,in}$.

When the concurrent $FE/PU$ steps end, the change of bed pressures is realized via transfer of pure $B$ from the stripping end of $Bed - II$ (after compression) to the $Z = 1$ end of $Bed - I$. Due to this, blowdown step is carried out in $Bed - II$ and its pressure drops from $P_H$ to $P_L$ and, at the same time, pressurization step is carried out in $Bed - I$ and its pressure surges from $P_L$ to $P_H$. The overall quantities of gas pushed-out of $Bed - II$ and supplied-to $Bed - I$ during these non-constant pressure steps are labelled as $N_{BD}$ and $N_{PR}$, respectively.
3. EQUILIBRIUM THEORY-BASED MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Equilibrium theory-based mathematical model has already been described by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{20}. That same mathematical model is employed in this article for the assessment of DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations. Consequently, we retain: (i) all assumptions of the mathematical model, (ii) notations, descriptions, units and dimensions of all the variables and operating parameters, and (iii) governing equations of the mathematical model as reported by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{20}. Hence, to avert reiteration, the equilibrium theory-based mathematical model is not described in this article.

4. MATHEMATICAL EVALUATION

Equilibrium theory-based mathematical model is employed to simulate one full cycle at which perfect separation of binary feed gas mixture is achieved in both DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations at cyclic steady state (CSS). Two key demonstrations of such simulation of one full cycle will be put forth: (i) the column composition profiles with respect to time (depicted in Fig. 3 for DR-PH-B and Fig. 4 for DR-PL-B), and (ii) the illustration of various transitions and constant states of concentration in the space-time plane (represented in Fig. 5 for DR-PH-B and, Fig. 6 for DR-PL-B) i.e. the “topology” of the mathematical evaluation. In these depictions, the pressure and/or time evolutions along the length of the bed throughout one full cycle (comprising of four steps) are presented for just one bed; for complete separation at CSS, these representations are applicable to both beds. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 5, the y-axis i.e. the Cycle Time ($t_{cycle}$), is the duration of PU and FE (constant pressure) steps, while the same y-axis is the pressure during PR and BD (variable pressure) steps. Furthermore, each pressure or time interval has been normalized to the pressure change or to the duration of the step. Such normalization enabled us to realize identical size of the y-axis for each step of the process. Outlet and/or inlet molar flows ($\dot{N}$) and molar amounts ($N$) in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are indicated via arrows. To achieve complete separation at CSS, such molar flows and/or amounts should realize the subsequent conditions\textsuperscript{20}:

Valid for both DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations:

$$t_{FE} = t_{PU}$$  \hfill (1)

$$\dot{N}_{H, out} = \dot{N}_{L, in} + \dot{N}_P (1 - y_P)$$  \hfill (2)

$$\dot{N}_{L, out} = \dot{N}_{H, in} + \dot{N}_P y_P$$  \hfill (3)

$$N_{BD} = \frac{\varepsilon V_{bed}(P_H - P_L)}{RT\beta_B} = N_{PR}$$  \hfill (4)

Valid only for DR-PH-B configuration:
\[ \dot{N}_{H,in} = \frac{\dot{N}_{L,in}}{\beta} - \dot{N}_F y_F \]  
\[ \dot{N}_{L,in} = \beta \dot{N}_{L,out} \]  

Valid only for DR-PL-B configuration:

\[ \dot{N}_{H,in} = \frac{\dot{N}_{H,out}}{\beta} \equiv \frac{\dot{N}_{L,in} + \dot{N}_F (1 - y_F)}{\beta} \]  
\[ \dot{N}_{L,in} = \beta \dot{N}_{L,out} - \dot{N}_F \Psi(y_F) \]  

where \( P_H \) (high pressure), \( P_L \) (low pressure), \( \varepsilon \) (adsorbent bed’s interstitial porosity), \( V_{Bed} \) (adsorbent bed volume), \( R \) (universal gas constant), \( T \) (operating temperature), \( \beta_i \) (affinity of the adsorbent towards component \( i \); higher is the value, lower is the affinity, and vice versa), \( \beta \) (separation parameter of the adsorbent; since \( \beta = \beta_A / \beta_B \), higher \( \beta \) value represents adsorbent with lower selectivity, and vice versa), \( y_F \) (mole fraction of heavy species in binary feed gas), \( t_{FE} \) (feed step duration) and \( t_{PU} \) (purge step duration) retain descriptions and dimensions identical to the ones reported by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{20}. Consequently, in Eq. (8), \( \Psi(y_F) = 1 + (\beta - 1)y_F \). Having established the material balances, now we can tackle separately DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B process cycle configurations.

**4.1. Equilibrium model for DR-PH-B process cycle configuration.** In accordance to their mathematical formulations, the characteristics will form simple spreading waves during the purge (PU) and pressurization (PR) steps. In contrast, during feed (FE) and blowdown (BD) steps the characteristics will form self-sharpening waves (which may ultimately form shock waves). Therefore, \( PU \rightarrow PR \rightarrow FE \rightarrow BD \) step sequence is followed to assess DR-PH-B process cycle.

To build the cycle illustrations in Fig. 3 and 5, the ultimate concentration profile that symbolizes the culmination of the blowdown step is used as initial concentration profile for the purge step. It comprises of two constant composition plateaus at \( y = y^* \) and \( y = 1 \). A step-change at \( Z^* \) separates these two plateaus. The specific composition \( y^* \) can be evaluated at certain values of \( \beta, y_F, P_H \) and, \( P_L \) by utilizing the following equation:

\[ \frac{y_F}{y^*} = \left( \frac{1 - y_F}{1 - y^*} \right)^{\beta} (P)^{\beta - 1} \]  

where \( P \) is the ratio between high and low operating pressures stated as:

\[ P = \frac{P_H}{P_L} \]  

Duration of the purge step (PU) is \( t_{PU} \) and it is operated at constant low pressure: \( \dot{N}_{L,in} \) is supplied at \( Z = 1 \) with concentration \( y = 0 \) while, \( \dot{N}_{L,out} \) with composition \( y = 1 \) gets pushed-out from \( Z = 0 \). These flows are interlinked via Eq. (6). A portion of \( \dot{N}_{L,out} \) is removed from the system as pure heavy product (for complete separation at CSS, its
flow is equivalent to $\dot{N}_F y_F$ and the residual portion $\dot{N}_{H, in}$ is injected at $Z = 0$ end of the other bed as pure heavy recycle all through the high-pressure feed step. Since $PU$ is at constant pressure; using the molar flowrate $\dot{N}_{L, in}$ with composition $y = 0$ as reference \(^{20}\), the following equation can be utilized to evaluate the trajectory of characteristics throughout the column:

$$-\frac{dZ}{d\theta}_c = \frac{C}{\mathcal{Y}^2(y)} \quad \text{(11)}$$

where $\mathcal{Y}(y) = 1 + (\beta - 1) y$ and $\theta = t / t_{\text{step}}$. The negative sign in Eq. (11) is indicative of the reverse direction of gas flow during $PU$: from $Z = 1$ to $Z = 0$. The definition of the parameter $\mathcal{C}$, i.e. capacity ratio of the purge step, in Eq. (11) is equivalent to the one defined by Bhatt et al. \(^{20}\), but restated here to avoid ambiguity.

$$\mathcal{C} = \frac{\beta_A \dot{N}_{L, in} t_{FE} RT}{P_L V_{\text{bed}}} = \frac{\beta_A RT G}{P_L t_{\text{FE}}} \frac{\dot{N}_F}{V_{\text{bed}}} \quad \text{(12)}$$

Here the separation parameter of the adsorbent for species $A$ is $\beta_A$ and, pure light reflux to feed rate ratio is $G$ as per the definition stated by Bhatt et al. \(^{20}\):

$$G = \frac{\dot{N}_{L, in}}{\dot{N}_F} \quad \text{(13)}$$

The characteristic concentration remains constant while operating the system at constant pressure. Therefore, it is possible to integrate Eq. (11) and its integrated form is reported in Eq. (14):

$$(Z_0 - Z)|_y = \frac{C}{\mathcal{Y}^2(y)} \quad \text{(14)}$$

Here $Z$ and $Z_0$ describe the final and initial location of certain characteristic with composition ($y$). All through $PU$, the initial step at the rightmost location $Z = 1$ gets converted in a wave designated as Stripping Wave ($SW$). The concentration of $SW$ remains identical all along the characteristics therefore, the ultimate right and left limiting mole fractions are $y = 0$ and $y = y^*$, respectively. At the termination of $PU$ step, the ultimate location of $y^*$ characteristic in $SW$ can be assessed via Eq. (14):

$$Z_{SW,y^*}^{PU} = 1 - \frac{C}{\mathcal{Y}^2(y^*)} \quad \text{(15)}$$

Such specific location has been expressed as $Z_{SW,y^*}^{PU}$: here the subscripts are the type of wave and the specific mole fraction respectively, and the superscript specifies the termination of the corresponding process step. Identical representation has been used for further distinct locations reported in Figs. 4, 6 and, 7.
All through PU, the initial step at the specific location \( Z = Z^* \) spreads and gets converted in a wave designated as **Rectifying Wave (RW)**. The concentration of RW remains identical all along the characteristics; therefore, the ultimate left and right limiting mole fractions are \( y = 1 \) and \( y = y^* \), respectively. At the termination of the PU step, the ultimate location of \( y^* \) and \( y = 1 \) characteristic in RW can be again assessed via Eq. (14):

\[
(Z^* - Z_{RW,y^*}^{PU}) = \frac{C}{Y^2(y^*)}
\]

(16)

\[
(Z^* - Z_{RW,1}^{PU}) = \frac{C}{\beta^2}
\]

(17)

All through the PR step (operated at non-constant pressures), the column end that remains closed is located in \( Z = 0 \).

During PR, pure light gas amounting to \( N_{PR} \) moles is injected-in the bed (after compression) at \( Z = 1 \); due to this injection the pressure of the bed grows from the initial value of \( P_L \) to the ultimate value of \( P_H \). This results in the shrinking of the concentration plateau initially at \( y = y^* \) which reaches the final concentration value \( y_F \). Likewise, the constant composition plateau characterized by pure \( A \) \((y = 1)\) shrinks as well, but its concentration value remains at \( y = 1 \). At the termination of PR step, the locations of the \( y_F \) and \( y = 1 \) characteristics can be computed via the equilibrium theory-based mathematical model\(^{20}\) by utilizing the subsequent equations:

\[
\frac{Z_{SW,y^*}^{PU}}{Z_{SW,y_F}^{PR}} = \mathbb{H}
\]

(18)

\[
\frac{Z_{RW,y^*}^{PU}}{Z_{RW,y_F}^{PR}} = \mathbb{H}
\]

(19)

\[
Z_{RW,1}^{PU} = Z_{RW,1}^{PR}(P^{1/\beta})
\]

(20)

In Eq. (18) and (19), the description of \( \mathbb{H} \) (a dimensionless term) remains equivalent to the one stated by Bhatt et al.\(^{20}\), as reported in the following for the sake of clarity.

\[
\mathbb{H} = \left( \frac{y^*}{y_F} \right)^{\beta/(1-\beta)} \left( \frac{1 - y_F}{1 - y^*} \right)^{1/(1-\beta)} \frac{Y(y^*)}{Y(y_F)}
\]

(21)

The subsequent feed step (FE) has duration \( t_{FE} \) and it is operated at constant high pressure \( (P_H) \). Pure heavy reflux \( (\dot{N}_{H,in} ) \) is injected-in at \( Z = 0 \), \( \dot{N}_F \) (having composition \( y_F \)) is injected-in at \( Z = Z_F \), and pure light material \( (y = 0) \) is pushed-out from the opposite end \( (Z = 1) \) of the bed at flowrate \( \dot{N}_{H,out} \). These flowrates are interlinked via Eq. (2) and (5). From every section of the bed, the inlet (in) and outlet (out) molar flows are stated below:

**Stripping Section (SS):**

\[
\dot{N}_{SS, in} = \dot{N}_{L, in} + \dot{N}_F (1 - y_F) \]

(22)
\[
\dot{N}_{SS,\text{out}} = \dot{N}_{H,\text{out}} \quad (23)
\]

**Rectifying Section (RS):**

\[
\dot{N}_{RS,\text{in}} = \dot{N}_{H,\text{in}} \quad (24)
\]

\[
\dot{N}_{RS,\text{out}} = \frac{\beta \dot{N}_{H,\text{in}}}{\mathcal{Y}(y_F)} \quad (25)
\]

During *feed* step (FE), self-sharpening waves are created by the converging characteristics. This may result in the development of shocks (\( S \)) in SW and/or RW, which of course depends on the operating conditions as well as the values of operating parameters. Yet again, the equilibrium theory-based mathematical model equations\(^3\),\(^{20}\),\(^{30}\) can be used for a numerical assessment of the trajectory of characteristics and the propagation of shock waves formed through superposition of characteristics. In this work, numerical assessment for the development and propagation of shocks is based on direct check of the superposition of adjacent characteristics. Identical assessment technique was already employed by Bhatt et al.\(^{20}\) and it is briefly reported in the Supporting Information. Particularly, if the development of shock occurs in the SW and/or RW, it will start only at their respective highest possible compositions: \( y_F \) and \( y = 1 \). This is due to the fact that the initial spreading of both SW and RW occurs during constant pressure \( PU \) which eradicates the possibility of introducing heterogeneity in both of these waves. The trajectories of shocks (\( S \)) and characteristics (\( C \)) should be assessed via the subsequent equations:

**Stripping Section (SS):**

\[
\frac{dZ}{d\theta}_{SS,C} = \frac{C}{\mathcal{Y}^2(y)} \left[ 1 + \frac{(1 - y_F)}{G} \right] \frac{1}{\mathcal{P}} \quad (26)
\]

\[
\frac{dZ}{d\theta}_{SS,S} = \frac{C}{\mathcal{Y}(y_F)\mathcal{Y}(y_2)} \left[ 1 + \frac{(1 - y_F)}{G} \right] \frac{1}{\mathcal{P}} \quad (27)
\]

**Rectifying Section (RS):**

\[
\frac{dZ}{d\theta}_{RS,C} = \frac{C}{\mathcal{Y}^2(y)} \left[ 1 - \beta y_F \right] \frac{1}{\mathcal{P}} \quad (28)
\]

\[
\frac{dZ}{d\theta}_{RS,S} = \frac{C}{\beta \mathcal{Y}(y_2)} \left[ 1 - \beta y_F \right] \frac{1}{\mathcal{P}} \quad (29)
\]

In Eq. (27) and (29), the subscript 2 refers to the concentration of the trailing edge of the shock wave. Moreover, in these equations, the composition of the leading edge of the shock has been replaced with the corresponding composition mentioned above.

A specific condition is shown in Fig. 3 and 5 where: (i) either shock formation does not occur in the RW throughout FE or, (ii) \( y_F \) characteristic at \( z_{RW,y_F}^{FE} \) (the ultimate location of leftmost \( y_F \) characteristic at the culmination of FE) is
not engulfed by the shock developed in the \( RW \). This situation is chosen to facilitate the discussion in the current section via simple equations. In either of these scenarios, the change in position of leftmost \( y_F \) characteristic during \( FE \) can be tracked using Eq. (28) as follows:

\[
(\frac{Z_{RW,y_F}^{FE} - Z_{RW,y_F}^{PR}}{\frac{C}{\sqrt{y_F}}}) = \frac{1 - \frac{\beta y_F}{G}}{P}
\]  

(30)

Eventually, let us consider the blowdown step (\( BD \)) during which the \( Z = 0 \) end of the bed remains shut. Pure light gas (amounting to \( N_{BD} \) moles) leaves the bed from \( Z = 1 \) and the pressure of the entire bed drops from the initial high pressure value \( (P_H) \) to the final low pressure one \( (P_L) \). Accordingly, the constant composition plateau with initial concentration of \( y = y_F \), changes its concentration value up to \( y = y^* \). Such circumstances result in self-sharpening waves due to converging characteristics which may eventually lead the development of shock (\( S \)) waves. Formation of shocks in \( SW \) and/or \( RW \) depends on the operating conditions as well as on the values of the operating parameters. On the other hand, if the shocks have already developed during the previous \( feed \) step, these shocks may develop and propagate further during the blowdown step. Yet again, the equilibrium theory-based mathematical model equations\(^2,20,30\) can be used for a numerical assessment of the trajectory of characteristics and the propagation of shock waves formed through superposition of characteristics. Utilizing the composition profiles evaluated at the termination of the preceding step as initial wave profiles for the current step, the computation of the space-time propagations of both the transitions can be accomplished. Moreover, the exact locations of shock formation and its complete development can also be determined via the same technique. Complete development of shock in the \( SW \) and \( RW \) is represented through small empty bullets in Fig. 5.

Therefore, the equilibrium theory-based mathematical model of the DR-PH-B process is summarized into the aforementioned equations which can be utilized for assessing the topology of the solution in each step. Considering complete separation at \( CSS \) for the DR-PH-B process, the aforementioned equations can be evaluated in a step by step sequence by utilizing the end conditions of one step as initial conditions for the subsequent step, to offer the comprehensive representation: composition-space-time. Final solution requires the values of the 7-subsequent adsorbent and/or design and/or operating parameters: concentration of heavy component in the binary feed gas mixture \( (y_F) \), parameter that governs the separation efficiency of the adsorbent \( (\beta) \), location of the \( RW \) at the start of the process cycle \( (Z^*) \), ratio between high and low pressure values \( (P) \), light recycle to feed ratio \( (G) \), capacity ratio of the \( purge \) step \( (C) \) and, feed location \( (Z_F) \).
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Note that, to realize the complete separation of a two-component feed gas at CSS for specific values of $\beta$, $y_F$, $G$, $C$, and $P$, the value of $Z_F$ and $Z^*$ depend on one to another. In other words, when the value of anyone of these locations (for example, $Z^*$) gets computed, the value of the other location ($Z_F$) gets fixed by the constraint of perfect separation at CSS. Such a relationship between $Z^*$ and $Z_F$ is discussed in the subsequent subsection.

4.2. Optimum solution for DR-PH-B process cycle configuration - Triangular Operating Zone (TOZ). To achieve a complete separation of two-components gas mixture at CSS, for specific values of concentration of heavy component in binary feed gas mixture ($y_F$), ratio between high and low operating pressure values ($P$), and parameter that governs the separation efficiency of the adsorbent ($\beta$); the residual 4 process variables ($Z_F$, $G$, $C$, and $Z^*$) need to be computed. Considering the topology of the solution presented in Fig. 5, three major locations that govern the separation are: $Z^{PR}_{RW,1}$, $Z^{PR}_{SW,y_F}$, and, $Z^{FE}_{RW,y_F}$. To realize the perfect separation of a binary feed gas mixture, the values of these locations in addition to the values of locations of the Stripping and Rectifying waves at the beginning of the process cycle must satisfy the subsequent restraints:

1) Location value of the $y_F$ characteristic in the stripping wave at the termination of $PR$ step should not be less than the value of location at which the feed is injected in the bed ($Z^{PR}_{SW,y_F} \geq Z_F$). This will guarantee feed injection inside a constant composition plateau having concentration $y_F$ thereby avoiding any modification in its concentration.

2) The leftmost characteristic of the $RW$ having composition $y = 1$ at the termination of $PR$ step should not leave the bed. Hence, its ultimate location, $Z^{PR}_{RW,1}$, should not be smaller than 0 ($Z^{PR}_{RW,1} \geq 0$). This will avoid the violation of the assumption of perfect separation of binary feed gas mixture at CSS conditions.

3) Location value of the $y_F$ characteristic in the rectifying wave when the $FE$ step ends should not exceed the value of the location at which feed is injected in the bed ($Z^{FE}_{RW,y_F} \leq Z_F$). This will again guarantee feed injection inside a constant composition plateau having concentration $y_F$ thereby avoiding any modification in its concentration.

4) Both the rectifying and stripping waves should “shrink” into completely developed shocks at the termination of blowdown step ($SW$: $y_1 = y^*$, $y_2 = 0$; $RW$: $y_1 = 1$, $y_2 = y^*$). Moreover, at the termination of blowdown step, $SW$ must be at $Z = 1$ and the $RW$ must be at $Z^*$. This will ensure that the composition profile considered as initial condition for the $PU$ step is actually realized.
All of these requirements are utilized to assess possible values of light recycle to feed ratio ($\mathbb{R}$), feed location ($Z_F$), location of the $RW$ at the start of the process cycle ($Z^*$), and capacity ratio of the purge step ($\mathbb{C}$). Note that the conditions mentioned above can be satisfied by a unique value of $\mathbb{R}$ and an array of values of $Z_F$, $Z^*$ and, $\mathbb{C}$. Such a convenient property was also highlighted and discussed by Bhatt et al.$^{20}$ Additionally, the value of $\mathbb{H}$ depends only on the values of the input parameters: $\mathbb{P}$, $\beta$, and $y_F$ (cf. Eq. (9), (10), and (21)). Hence, for every ($\mathbb{C}, Z_F, Z^*$) values that guarantee perfect separation of a given binary feed gas mixture at $CSS$, a unique value of $\mathbb{H}$ is arises.

Considering the typical constraints and characteristics mentioned above for realizing the perfect separation of a two-components feed gas mixture, the following iterative technique allows for evaluating the $\mathbb{G}$, $\mathbb{C}, Z_F$, and $Z^*$ values:

(i) An initial value of $\mathbb{G}$ is assumed.

(ii) An operating region within the three-dimensional space ($\mathbb{C}, Z_F$ and $Z^*$) is determined. Perfect separation can be realized for every set of $\mathbb{C}, Z_F$ and $Z^*$ that exists within such an operating region. Note that each of such set will result in a different value of the separation efficiency. In other words, each of such set will require different adsorbent quantities.

(iii) DR-PH-B process cycle is completely simulated by utilizing these values of $\mathbb{G}, \mathbb{C}, Z_F$ and $Z^*$. When perfect separation is realized at cyclic steady state conditions, the initially assumed value of $\mathbb{G}$ is considered to be correct. Conversely, when perfect separation is not realized, another value of $\mathbb{G}$ is guessed and the iterative process is repeated.

For the identification of the three-dimensional operating region, Eq. (15) − (20) and (30) can be utilized as follows:

\[
Z^{PR}_{SW,y_F} = \frac{1}{\mathbb{H}} \left[ 1 - \frac{\mathbb{C}}{Y^2(y^*)} \right] \geq Z_F
\]  \hspace{1cm} (31)

\[
Z^{PR}_{RW_1} = \frac{1}{(\mathbb{P}^{1/\beta})} \left[ Z^* - \frac{\mathbb{C}}{\beta^2} \right] \geq 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (32)

\[
Z^{PR}_{RW_2} = \left[ \frac{\mathbb{C}}{Y^2(y_F)} \left( 1 - \frac{\beta y_F}{\mathbb{G}} \right) \frac{1}{\mathbb{P}} \right] + \left[ \frac{1}{\mathbb{H}} \left( Z^* - \frac{\mathbb{C}}{Y^2(y^*)} \right) \right] \leq Z_F
\]  \hspace{1cm} (33)

At a certain value of the parameter $\mathbb{G}$, the three-dimensional (tetrahedral) operating region can be determined with $\mathbb{C}, Z_F$ and $Z^*$ variables.

Utilizing the equality in Eq. (32): $Z^* = (\mathbb{C}/\beta^2)$, constraint (33) can be re-written as:

\[
Z^{PE}_{RW,y_F} = \mathbb{C} \left\{ \left[ \frac{1}{Y^2(y_F)} \left( 1 - \frac{\beta y_F}{\mathbb{G}} \right) \frac{1}{\mathbb{P}} \right] + \left[ \frac{1}{\mathbb{H}} \left( \frac{1}{\beta^2} - \frac{1}{Y^2(y^*)} \right) \right] \right\} \geq Z_F
\]  \hspace{1cm} (34)

Through Eq. (34), the operating region within the two-dimensional space ($Z_F, \mathbb{C}$) gets determined. Since it shows a triangular shape, it will be called ‘Triangular Operating Zone’ (TOZ). Both the inclined sides of the TOZ are straight
lines determined via inequalities (31) and (34) at their limits. A qualitative representation of such a region is shown
in Fig. 7. Such a TOZ was formerly derived by Bhatt et al.20 and Bhatt et al.22 for DR-PH-A and DR-PL-A configuration,
respectively.

Capacity ratio of the purge step (C) determines the optimality of the process since it is proportional to the $N_f/V_{bed}$
value within the TOZ. Therefore, at higher values of C the amount of feed that can be processed by a given bed volume
is higher and/or the required amount of adsorbent for processing a given amount of feed is lower.

It is evident from Fig. 7 that the optimum operating condition can be derived from the top vertex of the TOZ which
results from the intersection of the two straight lines derived from (31) and (34). Optimum feed injection position
and maximum capacity ratio of the purge step come from the subsequent equations:

$$Z_{F, opt} = \left[ \frac{1}{Y^2(y^*)}\left\{ \frac{1}{Y^2(y_F)}\left(1 - \frac{\beta y_F}{G}\right)\frac{1}{P} + \left[ \frac{1}{H} \left( \frac{1}{Y^2} - \frac{1}{Y^2(y^*)} \right) \right]^{-1} + \frac{1}{H} \right\}^{-1} \right]$$

$$C_{Max} = \frac{Y^2(y^*)}{1 -HZ_{F, opt}} = Z_{F, opt} \left[ \frac{1}{Y^2(y_F)}\left(1 - \frac{\beta y_F}{G}\right)\frac{1}{P} + \left[ \frac{1}{H} \left( \frac{1}{Y^2} - \frac{1}{Y^2(y^*)} \right) \right]^{-1} \right]^{-1}$$

When the optimum conditions are considered (peak of the triangular operating zone): $Z_{RW,1}^{PR} = 0, Z_{SW,Y_F}^{PR} = Z_{RW,Y_F}^{FE} = Z_{F, opt}$, and, through (32), $Z^* = (C_{Max}/\beta^2)$.

It is again imperative to note here that the value of $Z_{F, opt}$ can be computed using Eq. (35) only in scenarios where: (i)
either no shock develops in the RW during FE, or (ii) $y_F$ characteristic at $Z_{RW,Y_F}^{FE}$ (the last location of leftmost $y_F$
characteristic when the FE step ends) is not engulfed by the shock developed in the RW. On the other hand, when
such scenarios don’t exist (i.e. when leftmost $y_F$ characteristic is engulfed by a shock during FE), the value of $Z_{RW,Y_F}^{FE}$
needs to be numerically evaluated by utilizing the equations mentioned in the previous section. Our detailed analysis
has also revealed that, whether $Z_{RW,Y_F}^{FE}$ needs numerical or analytical evaluation, the resulting TOZ is: (i) delimited by
two straight lines on its either sides, and (ii) the maximum ($Z_{F, Max}$) and minimum ($Z_{F, Min}$) limits of $Z_F$ remain identical
to the one depicted in Fig. 7.

4.3. Optimum solution for DR-PL-B process cycle configuration - Triangular Operating Zone (TOZ). Using the same
procedure laid down in sections 4.1 and 4.2 for DR-PH-B process, the equilibrium model and TOZ for DR-PL-B process
cycle configuration are evaluated. While the mathematical details of such an evaluation are outlined in the Supporting
Information, the graphical representations are presented in Figures 6 to 8. Accordingly, for DR-PL-B configuration: (i)
Fig. 4 represents the column composition profiles, (ii) Fig. 6 represents various transitions and constant states of
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concentration in space and time, and (iii) graphical representation of the complete separation region is shown in Fig. 8.


Capacity ratio of the purge step ($C_b$) bears direct proportionality to $N_F/V_{bed}$ at constant $\beta$, $T$, and $y_F$. Therefore, the least quantity of adsorbent will be needed for perfect separation of feed gas mixture when the process is operated at $C_{Max}$. Such a corollary facilitates the assessment of the maximum quantity of feed gas mixture ($N_{F,Max}$) that can be perfectly separated when the system is operated at $C_{Max}$ and $Z_{F, opt}$:

$$N_{F,Max} = \frac{P_F V_{bed} \varepsilon C_{Max}}{\beta_A RT G}$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

The main features of the TOZ of DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B can be summarized as follows:

1) When increasing the capacity ratio of the purge step, the range of available feed injection locations reduce.

2) Optimum operating conditions are realized at the vertex of the TOZ where $Z_F$ is equal to $Z_{F, opt}$ and $C$ is equal to $C_{Max}$.

3) The complete separation region is triangular (subsequently denoted as TOZ, i.e., Triangular Operating Zone).

4) Such TOZ unambiguously links the unique value of $Z_F$ (as reported by Kearns and Webley\textsuperscript{3}) to its minimum ($Z_{F,Min}$) and maximum ($Z_{F,Max}$) value (which is analogous to the suggestion of Ebner and Ritter\textsuperscript{19} for realizing perfect separation of binary feed gas mixture in DR-PL-A cycle configuration).

5) By putting $C = 0$ in: (i) Eq. (31) and (34) for DR-PH-B and (ii) Eq. (S.12) and (S.13) for DR-PL-B; the upper and lower limits of $Z_F$ can be determined.

6) Within the TOZ there exists a unique value of both $D$ and $G$.

7) Perfect separation at CSS can be obtained while operating the system at any legitimate ($Z_F - C$) combination selected inside the TOZ. Nevertheless, maximum adsorbent utilization can only be realized while operating the system at $C_{Max}$ and $Z_{F, opt}$.

8) Complete separation at CSS can never be realized while operating the system at any ($Z_F - C$) values outside the TOZ.

It is imperative to note here that the optimum operating conditions require a unique feed position. This situation will be difficult to be realized in practice since such an optimum feed position will fluctuate with variation in the operating conditions. To enhance the operational robustness of the process, an array of feed locations will be needed. It is
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evident from Fig. 7 (for DR-PH-B) and Fig. 8 (for DR-PL-B) that such flexibility can be accomplished when a certain quantity of adsorbent remains unutilized.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Performance of the process for various operating conditions within the TOZ. Triangular operating zone at certain $P$, $y_F$, and $\beta$ can be determined for DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B process cycle configurations. To demonstrate the optimal design approach, feasible $(Z_F - C)$ combinations can be selected from such TOZs and simulations can be performed via the numerical code briefly discussed in the Supporting Information. This analysis is fully analogous to the one previously reported by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{20, 22} and, therefore, the corresponding results are reported in the Supporting Information.

5.2. Effect of input parameters on operating and design variables. For both DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B cycle configurations, the influence of $P$, $y_F$, and $\beta$ (input parameters) on $Z_F$ and $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ (operating and design variables) is discussed in this section. Note that in this discussion, only maximum adsorbent utilization and perfect separation at CSS conditions are taken into consideration. Moreover, to facilitate comparative assessment, the boundaries of the axes remain identical in Fig. 9 and 10.

Simulations were carried out by changing $P$ (from a lower limit to the upper limit of 10), at various values of $y_F$ (from 0.1 to 0.9) and $\beta$. Enforcing the condition of complete shock development in the $SW$ when the cycle ends governed the lower limit of $P$. The simulations carried out at the lower $\beta$ values (0.1 and 0.3) either failed to converge (because of incomplete shock development in the $SW$ at the termination of the cycle since, if selectivity is extremely high, it may become impossible to regenerate the column during the PU/BD steps) or converged at $P$ range that varied drastically for each process cycle configuration. Such simulation outcomes did not facilitate a clear comparative study. Therefore, only the simulation outcomes at $\beta$ equal to 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 are discussed here. Note that the adsorbents with the higher selectivity are characterized by lower $\beta$ values (0.1 and 0.3), and feed gas mixture can be separated at such conditions but, in the majority of such scenarios, perfect separation is not achievable.

For DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations, the change in $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ with respect to $P$ (at various $\beta$ and $y_F$ values) is presented in Fig. 9. For DR-PH-B configuration, the $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ values move away from pure B ($Z = 1$) end of the bed as the values of $P$ increase, while for DR-PL-B configuration, the $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ values come closer to pure B ($Z = 1$) end of the bed as the values of $P$ increase. Such trend of $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ with respect to $P$ for DR-PL-B configuration found in this work is consistent with the one reported by Kearns and Webley\textsuperscript{21}. However, the trend of $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ with respect to $P$ for DR-PH-
B configuration found in this work is not consistent with the one reported by Kearns and Webley. Our trend can also be understood by considering larger value of high to low operating pressure ratio ($P$) in Figs. 3 and 4, inevitably resulting in the so-evaluated $Z_F$ being closer to $Z = 0$ as compared to currently represented $Z_F$ in the same figures. After much deliberation and thorough scrutiny, we inferred that the trend of $Z_{F,opt}$ with respect to $P$ for DR-PH-B configuration presented in this work is unambiguous. For both DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations, the influence of $y_F$ on $Z_{F,opt}$ reduces with increase in $\beta$. To conclude with respect to the optimal feed position, operating the process at lower $P$ is more practical for both DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B configurations. Here, practicality is defined in accordance with the criterion outlined by Kearns and Webley. $Z_{F,opt}$ values that are either more than 5% or less than 95% of the bed length are deemed to be practical (consequently $Z_{F,opt} < 0.05$ and $Z_{F,opt} > 0.95$ are impractical values).

For DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations, the variation of $G$ with respect to $P$ (for similar array of $y_F$ and $\beta$ values considered in Fig. 9) is depicted in Fig. 10. The y-axis of every chart is restricted to $G = 50$ for better interpretation of the data. It is evident that $G$ is inversely proportional to $P$. Moreover, $G$ is quite sensitive to smaller $P$ values. Such sensitivity increases for adsorbents with higher $\beta$ value (lower selectivity). This confirms the well-established notion that: high recycle ratios are required for adsorbents with lower selectivity when the same process performance needs to be achieved at certain $P$ and $y_F$ values.

### 5.3. Comparative assessment of all DR-PSA process cycle configurations.

Kearns and Webley have already highlighted the importance of pressure equalization step in reducing the energy needed for compression of gases in DR-PSA process operation. To realize pressure equalization in both DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B process cycle configurations (cf. Kearns and Webley), equalization valve is utilized to connect the light gas ends of both the columns, from the beginning of $PR$ or $BD$ until equalization pressure ($P_{Eq}$) is attained. Consequently, the real quantity of gas that needs to be compressed to attend the pressure swing is the gas pushed-out of the column undergoing $BD$ solely when its pressure drops from $P_{Eq}$ to $P_L$. In order to maintain consistency with our previous work, the definition of equalization pressure is held identical to the one used by Bhatt et al.:

$$P_{Eq} = \left(\frac{P_H + P_L}{2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

The type (pure B: $y = 0$) and number of moles ($N_{PR} \equiv N_{BD}$) of gas that is required to be transferred from one bed to the other for realizing the pressure swing in DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B configurations is identical (cf. Eq. (4)). Such opportune coincidence (in combination with the assumption of linear adsorption isotherms) facilitates us to infer the real amount of gas that needs to be compressed ($Comp$) for accomplishing the Pressure Swing ($PS$):
\[ N_{\text{Comp,PS}} = \frac{\epsilon V_{\text{bed}} (P_H - P_{\text{Eq}})}{RT\beta_B} = \frac{N_{PR}}{2} \] (39)

Additionally, the gas that requires compression energy in DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B configurations is: \( N_{H,\text{in}} \) (cf. Fig. 1 and 2). Considering perfect separation of \( N_{F,\text{Max}} \) in DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations and employing identical definition of \( \mathcal{G} \), \( N_{H,\text{in}} \) can be computed via the subsequent equations:

For DR-PH-B configuration:
\[ N_{H,\text{in}} = \left[ \frac{\mathcal{G}}{\beta} - y_F \right] N_{F,\text{Max}} \] (40)

For DR-PL-B configuration:
\[ N_{H,\text{in}} = \left[ \frac{\mathcal{G} + (1 - y_F)}{\beta} \right] N_{F,\text{Max}} \] (41)

Consequently, in DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations, the quantity of gas that is required to be compressed (\( \text{Comp} \)) is equivalent to the sum of: (i) the real quantity of gas that needs to be compressed for accomplishing the pressure swing and, (ii) the quantity of gas utilized as heavy reflux:

\[ N_{\text{Comp}} = \left( N_{\text{Comp,PS}} + N_{H,\text{in}} \right) \] (42)

Note that the definition of \( \mathcal{G} \) and \( N_{\text{Comp}} \) considered in this article is equal to the one employed by Bhatt et al.22 (for DR-PL-A configuration) and Bhatt et al.20 (for DR-PH-A configuration).

It is also worthwhile noting that, even for the same values of \( P_L, P, V_{\text{bed}}, \epsilon, \beta_A, \beta, R, T \), and \( y_F \); the calculated values of \( Z_{\text{F,opt}}, \mathcal{G} \), and \( \mathcal{C}_{\text{Max}} \) (and therefore the values \( N_{F,\text{Max}}, N_{H,\text{in}} \), and \( N_{\text{Comp}} \) for all four DR-PSA process cycle configurations will not be identical. This can enable the choice between all the four DR-PSA process cycle configurations.

For each DR-PSA process cycle configurations, \( N_{F,\text{Max}} \) (maximum quantity of feed that can be processed) and \( N_{\text{Comp}} \) (total quantity of gas that needs to be compressed) can be computed by assuming: (i) perfect separation of feed gas mixture at \( CSS \), (ii) optimal operating conditions (\( \mathcal{C}_{\text{Max}} \) and \( Z_{\text{F,opt}} \)), (iii) complete utilization of the adsorbent, (iv) identical type of adsorbent, quantity of adsorbent, composition of feed gas, operating temperature and pressure ratio.

The consequent ratio \( N_{F,\text{Max}}/N_{\text{Comp}} \) can be used for the selection of appropriate process cycle configuration. Higher values of this ratio suggest that higher quantity of feed can be completely separated (\( N_{F,\text{Max}} \)) at lower expense of energy (since a lower quantity of gas needs to be compressed, \( N_{\text{Comp}} \)).
To support the choice amongst different process cycle configurations, the quantities $N_{\text{Comp}}$ and $N_{F,\text{Max}}$ were evaluated (for DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B in this work and for DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{22}) at identical $P_L$, $V_{\text{bed}}$, $\varepsilon$, $\beta_A$, $R$, and $T$, and at optimal operating conditions ($C_{\text{Max}}$ and $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$). In particular, we used the values of $P_L$, $V_{\text{bed}}$, $\varepsilon$, $\beta_A$, $R$, and $T$ reported by Kearns and Webley\textsuperscript{21}. However, if some other values of these parameters would have been selected, the resulting $N_{\text{Comp}}$ and $N_{F,\text{Max}}$ would have differed values but their ratio ($N_{F,\text{Max}}/N_{\text{Comp}}$) computed at certain $P$, $\beta$ and $y_F$ will remain equal to the ones reported in this article.

The ratio $N_{F,\text{Max}}/N_{\text{Comp}}$ at different $P$, $\beta$, and $y_F$ is presented in Fig. 11 for DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B. This figure can be directly compared with the analogous figure reported by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{22} for DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A. Yet again, to facilitate comparative assessment, the boundaries of the axes have been kept identical. Since the trends at $y_F = 0.1$ and $y_F = 0.3$ in DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B are very different with respect to all other cases, we will neglect them to generalize the assessment of the current section. In each of these charts, the ratio ($N_{F,\text{Max}}/N_{\text{Comp}}$) follows a certain trend when increasing the $P$ values: sharp surge (in the beginning) followed by a smooth decline due to two contradictory influences: (i) the decline of $G$ when increasing $P$ (cf. Fig. 10) and (ii) the relationship between $P$ and $N_{\text{Comp,PS}}$ requiring higher quantity of gas to be compressed at higher operating pressure ratios. As per the definition of light recycle ratio ($G = \dot{N}_{L,\text{in}}/\dot{N}_F$), lower $P$ values result in higher $\dot{N}_{L,\text{in}}$ (and consequently higher $N_{H,\text{in}}$) and/or lower $N_F$, and vice versa. The calculated values of $N_{F,\text{Max}}/N_{\text{Comp}}$ exhibit a peak at specific value of $P$, which will be termed “optimal operating pressure ratio”: for each curve such value falls within the shaded region of the graphs presented in Fig. 11 (and in the analogous figure reported by Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{22} for DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A).

From the results presented in the figures, the subsequent guiding principles can be deduced:

1. In all four DR-PSA systems, utilization of higher selectivity (smaller $\beta$ value) adsorbents results in higher quantity of feed gas mixture that can be completely separated at lower energy consumption. This is because it has been observed that, in all four DR-PSA process cycle configurations: at any $P$, the value of $G$ increases (subsequently $N_{H,\text{in}}$ increases and/or $N_F$ decreases) at increasing value of $\beta$.

2. When pressure swing needs to be carried out with heavy gas, DR-PL-A system must be chosen (instead of a DR-PH-A system) uniquely when feed mixtures with $y_F \geq 0.9$ needs to be completely separated. Therefore, for $y_F < 0.9$, DR-PH-A should be chosen when operating the system at lower $P$.

3. When pressure swing needs to be carried out with light gas, DR-PL-B system must be chosen (instead of a DR-PH-B system) uniquely when feed gas with $y_F \geq 0.9$ needs to be completely separated.
(4) DR-PSA systems that accomplish pressure swing via pure light gas (DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B) are capable of processing higher quantity of feed gas at lower consumption of energy when compared with DR-PSA systems that accomplish pressure swing via pure heavy gas (DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A).

Almost all these conclusions are consistent with those discussed by May et al.\textsuperscript{22}; some partial disagreements are not surprising if we consider that the conditions investigated by May et al.\textsuperscript{22} are very different from those allowing the use of the equilibrium theory presented in this article, invariably assuming complete separation. Moreover, it should be noted that, when pressure swing needs to be carried out with light gas (DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B configurations), two separate compressors are needed in practice. This is because streams with two totally opposite compositions need to be compressed in DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B configurations: (i) pure heavy ($\gamma = 1$) recycle stream ($\dot{N}_{H,in}$), to be pushed-in the bed operated at constant $P_H$, and (ii) pure $B$ ($\gamma = 0$), to be transported from one bed to another one to realize the pressure swing. This situation is contrary to the cycle configurations DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A where one compressor can be utilized since the composition of different streams that need to be compressed is identical (pure $A$). Consequently, the capital cost of DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B units will be higher than that of DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A units.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The usefulness of an equilibrium theory-based mathematical model to simulate the perfect separation of binary feed gas mixture at CSS (cyclic steady state conditions) was formerly reported\textsuperscript{20,22} for DR-PSA systems that accomplish pressure swing via heavy gas (DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A). This is further extended in this work to the DR-PSA systems that accomplish pressure swing via light gas (DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B). In particular, process design limitations required to accomplish complete separation of a two-components gas mixture at CSS in DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B cycle configurations are discussed. Triangular operating zone (TOZ), within which perfect separation at CSS can be realized is also identified. Such TOZ unambiguously links the unique value of $Z_F$ (reported by Kearns and Webley\textsuperscript{3}) to its minimum ($Z_{F,Min}$) and maximum ($Z_{F,Max}$) value (analogous to the suggestion of Ebner and Ritter\textsuperscript{19}). Furthermore, a methodology to compute the optimum location for feed injection ($Z_{F,opt}$) along with other pertinent operating settings is presented; here optimality refers to the maximum adsorbent utilization. However, since the hypotheses on which the equilibrium theory is based are not necessarily realized in practice, in real systems a complete separation can be not achieved even if the operating parameters are inside the range predicted by the equilibrium theory.

A thorough investigation of the influence of the process input parameters ($P$, $y_F$ and, $\beta$) on main operating settings ($G$ and $Z_{F,opt}$), and an appropriate process selection criterion ($N_{F,Max}/N_{Comp}$) is comparatively discussed for both.
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(DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B) process cycle configurations. Also proposed is an optimal operating pressure ratio range for all DR-PSA systems. Application of the selection criterion to facilitate the choice amongst all four DR-PSA process cycle configurations is finally demonstrated. Major inferences drawn from this study (equilibrium theory analysis restricted to complete separation at $CSS$) are:

(i) If shock forms (due to superposition of characteristics), it will initiate only at highest limiting concentration values in DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B process cycle configurations;

(ii) In DR-PL-B configuration, the feed position can essentially exist almost over the entire column length;

(iii) $Z_{F, opt}$ values decrease with increase in $P$ in all DR-PSA process cycle configurations, but DR-PL-B (where $Z_{F, opt}$ values increase with increase in $P$);

(iv) For pragmatic $Z_{F, opt}$ values, operate the DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B process at lower $P$;

(v) In all DR-PSA process cycle configurations, higher recycle ratios are required for adsorbents with lower selectivity;

(vi) DR-PL-A and DR-PL-B systems should be chosen (over DR-PH-A and DR-PH-B, respectively) only when feed gas with very high values of $y_F$ needs to be processed;

(vii) DR-PSA systems that accomplish pressure swing via pure light gas (DR-PL-B and DR-PH-B) are capable of processing higher quantity of feed gas at lower consumption of energy when compared with DR-PSA systems that accomplish pressure swing via pure heavy gas (DR-PL-A and DR-PH-A).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>component that is strongly adsorbed, heavy species/ product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>component that is weakly adsorbed, light species/ product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BD$</td>
<td>process step: blowdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Bed - I$</td>
<td>adsorbent bed shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Bed - II$</td>
<td>adsorbent bed shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>capacity ratio of the purge step, dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>cyclic steady state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{Max}}$</td>
<td>maximum capacity ratio of the purge step, dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DR-PH-A}$</td>
<td>dual reflux pressure swing adsorption cycle with feed injection to the high pressure column and pressure swing via heavy gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DR-PL-A}$</td>
<td>dual reflux pressure swing adsorption cycle with feed injection to the low pressure column and pressure swing via heavy gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DR-PH-B}$</td>
<td>dual reflux pressure swing adsorption cycle with feed injection to the high pressure column and pressure swing via light gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DR-PL-B}$</td>
<td>dual reflux pressure swing adsorption cycle with feed injection to the low pressure column and pressure swing via light gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DR-PSA}$</td>
<td>dual reflux pressure swing adsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FE$</td>
<td>process step: feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>ratio of pure light reflux to feed rate, light recycle ratio, dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>dimensionless parameter defined via Eq. (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$HP$</td>
<td>heavy product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$HR$</td>
<td>heavy recycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{bed}}$</td>
<td>adsorbent bed length, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LP$</td>
<td>light product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LR$</td>
<td>light recycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>molar amount, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}$</td>
<td>molar flowrate, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{BD}}$</td>
<td>quantity of gas pushed-out of the adsorbent bed during blowdown step, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{Comp}}$</td>
<td>quantity of gas that needs to be compressed, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{Comp,PS}}$</td>
<td>actual quantity of gas that needs to be compressed to realize pressure swing, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{F}$</td>
<td>feed flowrate, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{F}$</td>
<td>quantity of feed, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{F,\text{Max}}$</td>
<td>maximum quantity of feed gas that can be perfectly separated, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{H,\text{in}}$</td>
<td>heavy recycle flowrate, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{H,\text{out}}$</td>
<td>flowrate of gas pushed-out of the adsorbent bed operated at constant high pressure, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{L,\text{in}}$</td>
<td>light recycle flowrate, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{L,\text{out}}$</td>
<td>flowrate of gas pushed-out of the adsorbent bed operated at constant low pressure, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{P,R}$</td>
<td>quantity of gas injected-in the adsorbent bed undergoing pressurization step, kmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{R,S,\text{in}}$</td>
<td>flowrate of gas injected-in the rectifying section of the bed, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{R,S,\text{out}}$</td>
<td>flowrate of gas pushed-out of the rectifying section of the bed, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{SS,\text{in}}$</td>
<td>flowrate of gas injected-in the stripping section of the bed, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{N}_{SS,\text{out}}$</td>
<td>flowrate of gas pushed-out of the stripping section of the bed, kmol/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>ratio of high operating pressure to low operating pressure (operating pressure ratio), dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{F}}$</td>
<td>final pressure, total pressure, bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{0}$</td>
<td>initial pressure, bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{Eq}}$</td>
<td>pressure at the end of the equalization step assumed to be equivalent to: $(P_{H} + P_{L})/2$, bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{H}$</td>
<td>high pressure, bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{L}$</td>
<td>low pressure, bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PR$</td>
<td>process step: pressurization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>pressure swing adsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PU$</td>
<td>process step: purge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ideal gas constant, \((m^3.bar)/(K.kmol)\)

**Rectifying section**

**Rectifying wave**

**Shock**

**Stripping section**

**Stripping wave**

**Temperature**, \(K\)

**Time**, \(s\)

**Cycle duration**, \(s\)

**Feed step duration**, \(s\)

**Purge step duration**, \(s\)

**Volume of adsorbent bed**, \(m^3\)

**Final concentration in terms of** \(A\), or specific concentration in terms of \(A\), mole fraction of heavy species, dimensionless

\((1 - y)\) mole fraction of light species, dimensionless

\(\Upsilon(y)\) dimensionless parameter equal to: \(1 + (\beta - 1)y\)

\((y = 0)\) mole fraction of pure light gas, dimensionless

\((y = 1)\) mole fraction of pure heavy gas, dimensionless

**Initial composition in terms of** \(A\), dimensionless

**Composition at a specific location in terms of** \(A\), mole fraction of heavy species at the leading edge of the shock wave, dimensionless

**Composition at a specific location in terms of** \(A\), mole fraction of heavy species at the trailing edge of the shock wave, dimensionless

**Mole fraction of heavy species in binary feed gas mixture**, dimensionless

**Explicit mole fraction in terms of** \(A\), dimensionless

**Axial co-ordinate normalized with respect to bed length, final location**, dimensionless

**Location along the length of the adsorbent bed, m**

**Adsortent bed end (pure heavy gas is either fed at this end or is pushed-out from this end)**, dimensionless

**Adsortent bed end (pure light gas is either fed at this end or is pushed-out from this end)**, dimensionless

**Initial location**, dimensionless

**Location where binary feed gas mixture is injected-in the adsorbent bed**, dimensionless

**Maximum limit of the location where binary feed gas mixture can be injected-in the adsorbent bed**, dimensionless

**Minimum limit of the location where binary feed gas mixture can be injected-in the adsorbent bed**, dimensionless

**Optimum location where binary feed gas mixture should be injected-in the adsorbent bed**, dimensionless

**Adsortent separation parameter equivalent to**: \((\beta_A/\beta_B)\), dimensionless

**Adsortent separation parameter for component** \(i\), dimensionless

**Adsortent bed’s interstitial porosity**, dimensionless

**Time co-ordinate normalized with respect to the duration of a process step**, dimensionless

**Strongly adsorbed species, heavy component**

**Greek letters**

\(\beta\) adsorbent separation parameter equivalent to: \((\beta_A/\beta_B)\), dimensionless

\(\beta_i\) adsorbent separation parameter for component \(i\), dimensionless

\(\varepsilon\) adsorbent bed's interstitial porosity, dimensionless

\(\theta\) time co-ordinate normalized with respect to the duration of a process step, dimensionless

**Subscripts**

0 initial location or condition, pure light gas concentration

1, 2 composition of gas in terms of \(A\) at the leading and trailing edge of the shock wave, respectively; composition of gas in terms of \(A\) at a specific location

\(A\) strongly adsorbed species, heavy component
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weakly adsorbed species, light component

process step: blowdown

adsorbent bed

characteristic

quantity of gas that needs to be compressed

quantity of gas that needs to be compressed to accomplish pressure swing

pressure at the end of equalization step

concentration of A in binary feed gas mixture, location where feed is supplied to the bed, molar

flowrate of feed gas, molar quantity of feed gas

maximum quantity of feed gas that can be perfectly separated

Process step: feed

high pressure

pure heavy recycle

gas pushed-out of the adsorbent bed operational at constant high pressure

low pressure

pure light recycle

gas pushed-out of the adsorbent bed operational at constant low pressure

maximum

minimum

optimum

process step: pressurization

process step: purge

rectifying section

gas injected-in the rectifying section of the bed

gas pushed-out of the rectifying section of the bed

rectifying wave

shock wave

stripping section

gas injected-in the stripping section of the bed

gas pushed-out of the stripping section of the bed

process step

stripping wave

positions at the termination of feed, blowdown, purge and, pressurization, respectively

ccentration of gas at leading or trailing edge of a shock, concentration of a characteristic in
terms of A, specific location
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Fig. 1. Cycle steps and flows of a typical DR-PH-B process cycle configuration for complete separation at $CSS$. 
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Fig. 2. Cycle steps and flows of a typical DR-PL-B process cycle configuration for complete separation at $\mathcal{C}_S$. 
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Fig. 3. Composition profiles for DR-PH-B process cycle configuration during the four steps of the cyclic process, for complete separation at CSS.
Fig. 4. Composition profiles for DR-PL-B process cycle configuration during the four steps of the cyclic process, for complete separation at CSS.
Fig. 5. Trajectory of waves/shocks in both sections of a column for DR-PH-B process cycle configuration during the four steps of the cyclic process, for complete separation at CSS.
Fig. 6. Trajectory of waves/shocks in both sections of a column for DR-PL-B process cycle configuration during the four steps of the cyclic process, for complete separation at CSS.
Fig. 7. Qualitative representation of ‘Triangular Operating Zone’ for DR-PH-B process cycle configuration.
Fig. 8. Qualitative representation of ‘Triangular Operating Zone’ for DR-PL-B process cycle configuration.
Fig. 9. $\mathbb{P}$ versus $Z_{F,\text{opt}}$ in DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B process cycle configurations, for: $\beta$ equal to 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 and; $y_F$ equal to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9.
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Fig. 10. $\mathbb{P}$ versus $\mathbb{G}$ in DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B process cycle configurations, for: $\beta$ equal to 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 and; $y_F$ equal to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9.
Fig. 11. $\mathbb{P}$ versus $N_{F,\text{Max}}/N_{\text{Comp}}$ in DR-PH-B and DR-PL-B process cycle configurations, for: $\beta$ equal to 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 and; $y_F$ equal to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. The shaded regions represent the optimal high to low operating pressure ratio range (neglecting $y_F$ equal to 0.1 and 0.3).